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Positive Linear Maps on Operator Algebras
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Abstract. Given a family of completely positive maps, indexed by a group,
from a C*-algebra into itself, we are concerned with its dilation to a group
of ^-automorphisms on a larger algebra. A Schwarz-type inequality for
π-positive *-linear mappings from an involutive algebra into the bounded
linear operators on a hilbert space is obtained. Strongly continuous one-
parameter semigroups and groups on C*-algebras, which have certain
positivity properties, are studied.

1. Introduction

Given a family of completely positive maps, indexed by a group G, from a C*-
algebra into itself, we are concerned with its dilation to a group of ̂ automor-
phisms on a larger algebra. Theorem 1 is an operator algebra analogue of B.Sz.-
Nagy's hilbert space [12], and E.Stroescu's Banach space [11] dilations. This
generalises to an arbitrary group some of the work of E.B.Davies [4] within the
theory of quantum stochastic processes, and that of G.Lindblad [9] for quantum
dynamical semigroups (both working in the Schroedinger picture).

We obtain a Schwarz-type inequality for certain ^-positive mappings on
involutive algebras. This produces some results for strongly continuous one-
parameter semigroups and groups on C*-algebras, which have various positivity
preserving properties, e.g. 2-positivity, complete positivity. This extends the work
of G.Lindblad [9] on the infinitesimal generators of norm continuous semigroups
of completely positive maps. The general problem of characterising the
infinitesimal generators of strongly continuous semigroups of completely positive
maps is very difficult. As in the hilbert space situation, we expect that progress
will be made in the other direction in obtaining techniques for constructing
generators using more and more complicated unbounded dissipative and
hamiltonian terms.

We remark that the physical significance of completely positive maps as
operations on quantum systems has been observed in [8, 9].
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2. Dilations of Completely Positive Maps on Operator Algebras

If A is a *-algebra, and B is a C*-algebra, let w be a linear map from A into B.
Then if πeN, we say w is ^-positive if for all {xΓ ; i = 1,2,..., ή] in A,

in Bn9

where # π denotes the C*-algebra of all n x n matrices over B. w is said to be com-
pletely positive (CP) if w is rc-positive for all ne N. Suppose 4̂ is a Banach *-algebra
with approximate identity, and B = B{ffl\ all the bounded linear operators on a
Hubert space Jf7. Then it is known [3,6,10] that a bounded linear map
w:A-+B(J4?) is completely positive if and only if there exists another Hubert
space R, a bounded linear map V from Jf into R, and ^-representation π of A
on R such that

vφc)=F*π(x)7 VxeA,

in which case, (π, ι;) is said to be minimal [3] if [π(A) VJ4?^\ = R. A minimal pair
for w is uniquely determined up to unitary equivalence, and written (πw, Vw).

The following theorem can be regarded as the C*-algebra analogue of
E.Stroescu's Banach space dilations [11, Th. 1]. For technical reasons, we will
omit from our treatment continuity considerations when G is a topological
group.

Theorem 1. Let Abe a C*-algebra with identity and G a group. For each g in G,
xvg is a CP map of A into itself such that wgί = 1 and vvx = 1. Then there exists a
C*-algebra B containing A, and a homomorphism Φ from G into the *-automorphism
of B, and a normal conditional expectation N from B onto A satisfying :

i) N(Φga) = wg(a) V^eG, aeA.
ii) B is the C*-algebra generated by {Φga: geG, aeA}.

iii) The identity of A is also an identity for B.

Proof Take A to be faithfully represented as a concrete C*-algebra on a
Hubert space jf. For each g in G, let πg9 Vg, Rg denote the Stinespring representa-
tion πw , etc. Then Rί = J^'9 V1 = l, π 1 = l, and Vg is an isometry for all g in G.
Define R= 0 Rg9 and Bg = B(R) for all g in G, and put Bo= 0 Bg. For each g

geG geG

in G, we will define a unitary operator Ug on R.
Put Uί = df

define (Ugξ)h= \Vgξ1+{\-VgVg*)ξg h = g

lVg*ξg h=l.

ΎhmUg=U;\geG.
For geG, define Φ°g : B0^B0 by

{ΦQ

gf)h=VhU^fhgUhgυ^ for fεB09heG.
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Then Φ° is a homomorphism from G into the ^-automorphisms of Bo. We can
embed A as a C*-subalgebra of Bo as follows: Define i: A-+Bo by

geG

The identity of ^ is then the identity of Bo. Now define N° : B0-+B(Jt?) by N°f
W*fγW, where FFis the isometry from Jf into R defined by

Then it can be checked that N°Φg(ia) = wg(a) VgeG, aeA.
We now indicate how to prove that if g^eG, ateA, i = 1,2,..., n, then

In order to do this, we first show by induction on n, that if ξe J f is kept fixed

Ugπ(an) Ugn Uβn_ t π(α π _ t ) . . . Ug2 Ugiπ(ai) Uβι Wξ = η"h

where for each h in G, ̂ ^ is a finite sum of terms each of the form

πh(x)Vhyξ

p

i.e. /7Λ= Σ ^ ί * ; ) * ^

where (p ,x l 5 . ..,x p 5 yu ...,yp) depend on n, h and are independent of ξeJίf. It
follows that

N0Φ°Jan)...Φ°gi(a1)ξ = ηn

1.

But by the above induction, ηn

ί=xξ where xeA.
Hence

Let B be the C*-algebra generated by {Φ°g{a):geG, aeA}. Then Φ°g leaves 5
invariant and if Φg=Φ°g\B, g-^Φg is a homomorphism from G into the *-auto-
morphisms of B. Let N=N°\B. Then iV is a projection of norm one of B onto A,
hence a conditional expectation. The remainder of the proof is clear.

Note that we can easily modify the proof of the above theorem to obtain
similar results for W*-algebras and Γ*-algebras with families of W* and Σ*
continuous CP maps respectively.

We can obtain a number of corollaries from Theorem 1. The first of which
corresponds to Nagy's theorem [12] for unitary dilations of contraction semi-
groups on a Hubert space, and E.Stroescu's Banach space analogue [11, Corol-
lary 1],

Corollary 1. Let {wt: ίeIR+} be a family of CP maps from a C*-algebra A with
identity into itself such that w0 = 1 and wtί = 1, ί Ξ̂ O. Then there exists a C*-algebra
B containing A, a one parameter group of *-automorphisms Φt of JB, and a normal
conditional expectation N of B onto A satisfying:
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wλΛ{a) VaeA,
ii) B is the C*-algebra generated by {Φt(a): ίeIR, aeA}.

iii) The identity of A is also an identity for B.

The Hubert space and Banach space analogues of the following can be seen
in [12] and [11] respectively.

Corollary 2. Let w be a CP map from a C*-algebra A with identity into itself
satisfying wl = 1. Then there exists a C*-algebra B containing A, a normal con-
ditional expectation N from B onto A, and a *-automorphism ΦofB onto A satisfying

i) NΦn(a) = w^(a) ΊaeA, neTL.
ii) B is the C*-algebra generated by {Φn(a): aeA, neΈ}.

iii) The identity of A is also an identity for B.

The next corollary corresponds to Ando's result for unitary dilations of a
pair of commuting contractions on a Hubert space [1]. As in the Banach space
case, [11], we can take a finite number of not necessarily commuting operators.

Corollary 3. Let w l5 ...,wpbea finite system of (not necessarily commuting) CP
maps of a C*-algebra A with identity into itself satisfying ^^1 = 1 for i = l, ...,p.
Then there exists a C*-algebra B containing A, a normal conditional expectation N
of B onto A, a finite system of commuting *-automorphisms Φ l 5 ...,ΦpofB satisfying

i) NΦn

ί

1o...oφpp(a) = w^l]ϊo.,.oW^p\(a) for all a in A nί9 ...,np in Z.
ii) B is the C*-algebra generated by

W ° ..°^(α): aeA, nl9..., npe7L).

iii) The identity of A is also an identity for B.

Again there are W* and Z*-analogues of Corollaries 1-3.

3. Some Schwarz Type Inequalities for n-Positive Linear Mappings on *-Algebras

Suppose Jf is a Hubert space and CeB(Jf) + Then for all y in B(J^)9 ε>0,
y*(C + ε)~1 yeB(J4?) and increases monotonically as εJ,O. Hence

ε 4 0

exists if y*{C + ε)~1y is bounded above for all ε>0. We write this limit as y*C~xy
[7]. If V is a vector subspace of Bpf) and y*C~ίy exists for all y in V, then
st l imy^C + ε ) " 1 * exists for all x, y in V, and we write this as y*C~1x.

The following theorem is already known in the following special cases. Suppose
A is a C*-algebra, and w: A-+B(J4?) is linear. Then

a) If w is CP, \φc*x)'tw(x*y)w{y*y)-1w(y*x) Vx, ye A [7].
b) If A has an identity and w is 2-positive with w(ί)w(x) = w(x) VxeΛ then
w(x*x)^w(x*)w(x) \/xeA [ 2 ] .

Theorem 2. Let A be a *-algebra, 2tf a Hilbert space and w: A^>B(J4?) an n-
positive *linear map, where n^2. Then if y, xteA, i= 1,2,..., n—1, we have

7.)] in
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In particular

My*y)\\ Mχΐχj)]*MχΐyMy*χ$]•

Proof. Put xo = y. Then if ξ0, ξu .. ξ^^je,

i.e.

n-1

ί,j=o

"Σ
n- 1

i — 1

(w(xfxj)ξp

ξi>+"l

since

1

*

y we

w

:f j

0>

is

so

?t-positive

w - 1

We now fix ξ1,...,ξn_1 and put ξo=-lw{y*y) + sY1 Σ w (3^*^ ) ^ Then
ί = l

But 2[w(y*y) + ε Γ 1 - [ w ( ^

Hence

The remainder of the proof is clear, and is omitted.

Corollary 4. A is a Banach *-algebra with approximate identity and w :
is an n-positive bounded linear map. Then for all xteA, i = 1,2,..., n— 1

Remark 1. We note that Theorem 2 and Corollary 4 can be used to characterise
complete positivity.

Corollary. If A is a *-algebra, 2tf a Hilbert space, and w : A-+B(3tf) is a ""-linear
map. Then w is completely positive iff for all n^.1,

y,xteA, i=ί, ...,n that [w{xfxJ)]^[w{xfy)y^y*yy1^y*xJ)']

Corollary. If A is a Banach *-algebra with approximate identity, Jtf a Hilbert
space and w: A^>B(J4?) a bounded linear map. Then w is completely positive iff for
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all rc^l, XiEAu ι = l , 2 , ...,n that

Remark 2. It follows from Corollary 4 that if A, B are C*-algebras and w: A^>B
is an invertible linear map such that w and w" 1 are 2-positive, with ||w|| = l =
llw"1!!, then w is a *-isomorphism. We will show in the next section that it is
possible to have a C*-algebra A with identity, and w: A-+A an invertible linear
map such that w is completely positive, but w" 1 is not 2-positive.

4. Strongly Continuous Semigroups and Groups of Positive Maps on C*-Algebras

Let A be a C*-algebra with identity and 0 a completely positive linear map of A
into itself. Following Lindblad [9], we define

} xeA.

Then {etLθ: ί^O} is a norm continuous one-parameter semigroup of completely
positive maps on A, which preserve the identity, [9].

From the identity

L0(x*x)- Lθ(x*) x - x* . Lθ(x) = [πθ{x) Vθ - 7 f l x]*Wx) Vθ- Fθx] ,

we deduce:

Proposition 1. The following conditions are equivalent:
i) Lθ is a derivation.

ii) Lθ = 0.
iii) 0(x) = 0(l)x, VxeA (and θ(l) lies in the centre of A).
iv) πθ(x)Vθ= Vθx, MxeA.

We now introduce a hamiltonian term. Let {etδ: t ^0} be a strongly continuous
one-parameter semigroup of *-homomorphisms of A. Then using the Lie-Trotter
formula as in [5] and [9], we see that {Qxpt(δ + Lθ): ί^O} is a strongly continuous
one-parameter semigroup of identity preserving completely positive maps on A.
Proposition 1 yields the following:

Theorem 3. Define L = Lθ + δ. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
i) expίL is a group of ^-automorphisms.

ii) exp tL is a group of CP maps.
iii) exp tL is a group of 2-positive maps.
iv) L = δ.
v) 0(χ) = 0(l)χ,VxeΛL

vi) πθ(x)Vθ=Vθx,VxeA.

Now let J f be a Hubert space, and consider A = B(J^). Suppose VeB(34f),
Vφ(Cί. Define θ(x)=V*xV xeA. It is then seen that exptLθ is never 2-positive
if ί < 0 , but is always CP if ί^O.

It is also possible to have a group of CP maps on a C*-algebra, which is not
a group of ^-automorphisms. Let A be a C*-algebra, and K a non zero self adjoint
element of A. Then at(x) = eKtxeKt for ίeIR, defines a norm continuous one-
parameter group of completely positive maps, but αf is a ^-automorphism iff
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t = 0. We shall see in Theorem 4 that this is essentially how all norm continuous
one parameter groups of CP maps (and indeed 2-positive maps) on C*-algebras
arise. For this we need the following lemma, which geheralises a part of [9, Cor. 2].

Lemma 1. Let A be a C*-algebra with identity and expίL, ίgrO, a strongly
continuous one-parameter semigroup of 2-positive maps on A, such that D(L) is a
subalgebra of A, and \eD(L). Then for all x in D(L):

x*L(l)x-x*L(x)-L(x*)x^O.

Proof This follows from Theorem 2 if we first suitably group the terms in

etL(x* x) — Y* x 1
( ' ^ { e t L (

take a Taylor expansion etL(l)=l + L(l)t + o(t), and then let ί, εjO with ε/£-»0.

Theorem 4. Let A be a C*-algebra with identity, and {expίL: £eR} a strongly
continuous one parameter group of 2-positive maps on A such that D(L) is a sub-
algebra of A, and leD(L). Then if we define

D(δ) = D(L), and δx = Lx-±{x, L(l)}, xeD(δ),

δ is a ^-derivation, and QxptL is a group of CP maps on A.
Moreover, the following conditions are equivalent:

i) L is a *-derivation.
ii) L(l) = 0.

iii) eLt is a group of *-automorphisms.
iv) e L ί l - l VίeR
v) | |eL ίl | | = l VίeR

We also have the following partial converse to Lemma 1.

Theorem 5. Let A be a C*-algebra, and eLt a strongly continuous one parameter
semigroup of positive maps on A such that

i) D(L) is a subalgebra of A.
ii) L(x*x)-x*L(x)-L(x*):x^O \/xeD(L).

Then eLt(x*x)ίteLXx*)eL\x) VxeA, t^O, and hence eLt is a contraction semigroup.

Proof Let feD(L) and define x(t) = eLtf*f -eLtf*eLtf, ί^O.
Then x is continuously differentiable and for ί^O

x'(t) = Leuf*f - (LeLtf*) eLtf - eu f*(Leu f).

Moreover if heD(L), then s-±eL{t~s)h is continuously differentiable in O^s^t
and

ds
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Hence

x(t)-eLtx(O)

0 OG

= - \e{t-σ)LLx(σ)dσ+ } e«-")L^-x(σ)dσ
o Q dσ

= J e ( ί ~ σ ) L [L(e L σ /*e L σ /) - (LeLσf*)eLσf - eLσ f*{LeLσ

o

But by hypothesis, L{eLσ f*eLσ f)^L{eLσ f*)eLσ f + eLσ f*{LeLσ f) for all
σ^O. Moreover βL ( ί" σ ) is positive in O ^ σ ^ ί . Hence x(ί)^e t Lx(0) = 0, Vί^O. By
density of D(L) in A we deduce:

Remark. The proof of Theorem 5 can be adapted to prove the following:

Proposition. Let L be the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous one-
parameter semigroup on a Banach algebra. Then L is a derivation if and only if
eu is a semigroup of homomorphisms.
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